HOW ARE HAVE ARRIVED
In 1998, I was founder of Law Firm
Perugi located in the city of Viterbo,
provincial capital of the Region of
Lazio, located in central Italy, which
is approximately one hour from the
center of Rome.
I h ave a l way s b e e n f o n d o f
American culture. Having kept close
relationships with many American
citizens, I hoped that one day I
would mesh the American mindset
and incorporate it into my legal
practice. That day had arrived.
It has been my past professional
experience that there is a need here
in Italy for many Italian/Americans.
The time has come to breack new
ground explore all options possible
in creating an "International
Division" here at the Law Firm of
Perugi in view of a feasible business
initially experimenting with small
business transactions and especially
paying for legal aid for those there
have been many Americans who
have some interest in Italy that still
links them to heir origins.
Advocacy in Italy is changing
abruptly, therefore the italian
attorney must adapt to these
changes in order to secure a future
in these unsteady time of crisis.
The Law Firm Perugi not sure it can
act as a competitor to the big law
firm in Rome, but moves in smaller
circuits, as "artisan"
One must consider that more than
half the activities that are
permissible for attorney to practice
in the United State are
NOT
possible in Italy, which is why the
collaboration of both firms working
together is so important. Ethically it
is not possible for an attorney to
deal in a commercial manner for
there is an emphasis placed on the
Social responsibility of the Italian
lawyer.

Experience has therefore shown the
need of assisting Italian /Americans
in areas governing hereditary and
real estate law.
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We call on fellow American and
t h e i r p a r t n e r s , w h o m ay b e
interested in expanding their
business.
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Mostly involved in family law and
proceedings relative to succession and
inheritance.

The firm

Francesca assisted with small and
medium enterprises (title of credit,
judicial remedy, breach of contract,
bankruptcy)

The law firm was founded in 1998
within the city wall of Viterbo.
Renovated in 1989 by my father
Raniero Perugi, who then was an
engineer by trade, envisioned all his
children working collectively under one
roof. Unfortunately that same year-my
father passed prior to the completion of
his project.
The structure was designed with
sleek modern architectural lines,
and resembles that of a technical
studio, rather than a typical law
office.
We at the legal firm Perugi have a
deep and heartfelt connection to
our office, as we are proud of our
father legacy.

ALFREDO PERUGI
Attorney at law. I was born in Rome,
Italy. I graduated in Jurisprudence from
the Roman University "La Sapienza" in
1994.

Over the past few years, Francesca's
concentration has been directed
primarily to family and juvenile
law that involves the deeper
aspects of human relations.

....There was a time in my
life when i was afraid to waste time.
i have been a fierce worker. a worker
respite. My task was to study the law and if a
half hour of my time was not dedicated to the
law, i believed that it was a half hour wasted. i did
not get to the point of not reciting my prayers,
however, i said them with haste in order to gain time,
as it is noted and as is done by the majority of the
people, in church or outside. in fact not waste my
time is the mantle of modern world ...
("Discourse of the evening - while
wasting time" - Francesco Carnelutti jurist)

I initially wanted to follow in my
father's foot step which was
engineering. I, nevertheless, directed
my activities in a different field. My
interests led me to civil law with
particular concentration in real estate
law with focus on the law governing
contracts, building, sales, rentals,
merges, condominium, and multiple
ownerships.
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Peaceful solutions and
collaborative practices
are her strengths when
dealing with her clients.
In fact, her patrons
generally do not
appreciated the firm
managing the family's conflict
without finding adequate
solutions.

international liaison
NICHOLAS CAMMARANO
International Liaison, was born in New
York, USA. Nicholas has specialized in
International Business and has attended
Pace University, New York University
and Franklin College, Switzerland.
We have been fortunate enough to have
Nicholas Cammarano join our team as
International Liaison. Having Nicholas
on board, who has an excellent
command of both the English and
Italian language, we now have ability to
ve n t u r e f u r t h e r i n c r e a t i n g o u r
international division.
Thanks to his assistance and knowledge
gained while attending many
workshops, Nicholas has been able to
identify the needs of the people with
different cultural backgrounds.

FRANCESCO DE MATTEIS
Attorney at law. Born in Viterbo, had
specialized in civil law. Francesco's
professional day to day activity
concentrates mainly in context of civil
law, medical liability, road accidents,
labor law, tax law and criminal law.

I have also focused on the adoption of
international, right of foreigners, along
with criminal and tax law.
Recently, I furthered my interest
several years, in Internet law
following the course of Master
Specialization at the Economics
Rome.

Whit caution and
attention to the
best
interests of the child
Francesca prefers
dealing with cases that
are particularly of
conflict, enabling her
to practice the "art of
negotiation".

He worked for three months at the
Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport.
Here Francesco worked on concerns,
dealing with the subject of illegal
building, which was then presented to
the State Council under the procedure
of Extraordinary Appeals to the Republic
President.

FRANCESCA CELONI
Born in Viterbo, Italy. Was gradued in
Jurisprudence from Roman University
"La Sapienza" in 1997.

With a post graduate degree of
specialization from the School of
Specialization in Civil Law from the
University of Camerino, Francesco also
attended a Training Course about
Technique and Ethics of Criminal Law,
which was directed by the Criminal
Chamber of Camerino that qualified the
enrollment of defenders office. This was
a position which he was actually paid
for.

BRIDGING THE
GAP

